
BitMask & 
RGB

w/ Hunter Beast

- Director of Engineering, DIBA
- Bitcoin, Rust, RGB dev
- BitMask wallet - bitmask.app



Who?
- JavaScript dev turned Rust dev 

(since 2018)
- Started on shitcoins

- Ethereum, 2017
- Filecoin, 2021

- Bitcoiner for the past 3 years
- RGB -> Bitcoin Maxi
- Joined DIBA in Feb 2022

- RGB
- BitMask 0.0.1

- RGB design and review



What were Colored Coins?

- Alternate units of account
- OmniLayer - OG Tether issuance

- Recently officially discontinued by 
Tether in favor of RGB

- According to Jimmy Song, OG 
colored coins failed due to:

- No standardization, vs ERC-20 
standard

- No marketing, vs Ethereum 
Foundation marketing budget

- Market wasn't ready, vs ICO niche
- Why?

- Everything over 21M



Why shitcoin?

- People want shitcoins
- We live in a world of shitcoins

- Food
- Furniture
- Houses

- Receipts
- Altruism
- Contracts without authorities
- Might as well do so in the least 

disruptive way possible



What is RGB?
- Generalized smart contract 

protocol
- Keeps contract data off-chain
- Contract execution occurs in 

clients
- Contract state is sharded amongst 

contract owners
- Bearer contracts
- Strong privacy characteristics
- Secured by Bitcoin
- Bitcoin-only, no other blockchain 

needed, no fee token than sats



RGB-20
- Token metadata is specified 

- (name, supply, precision) <- "global state"
- Issued against a UTXO <- "owned state"

- A UTXO proves several things:
- This state can be spent by its owner 

("Separation of ownership and 
state")

- This state is currently valid 
("Single-use seal")

- Not double-spent (helps w/sharding 
& Pedersen commitments)

- Timestamping / ordering
- No other UTXO (esp. after xfer)



RGB-21

- Similar to RGB-20
- Both use LNPBP-31 std lib

- Unique Digital Asset
- Equivalent:

- Supply of 1
- Precision of 0

- Attachments
- MIME type (e.g., image/jpeg)
- URI



RGB Atomic Swap Transaction

Buyer (BTC)

Seller (RGB21)

Buyer (RGB21)

Seller (BTC)

Inputs Outputs

Seller (RGB change)

Buyer UTXO



RGB20 Contractum Interface Specification



RGB20 Contractum Interface Specification



RGB20 Strict Encoded Base85 Interface



Schema and Interface

- Interfaces define contract semantics
- Schemas define contract logic
- Compiled to Strict Encoded ASCII-Armored Base85
- Interface specification will be defined in Contractum (contractum.org)
- Interface implementation in Rust
- Interface methods called within the wallet

Separation of concerns: the protocols must be designed in a modular and layered way, where each 

module solves one and only one task. The layers must be well abstracted, meaning that the layers 

below must be unaware of the structure of the layers above. Such separation of concerns provides a 

foundation for the protocol interoperability, security, composability and forward-compatibility.

- Section 2.1, Design Goals, RGB Blackpaper - blackpaper.rgb.tech



Strict Types

- Used for serialization
- Formal verification and structuring of types
- Rich low-level types (u8, f32, i64, etc, unlike JSON)
- Types like u4, u5, u128, u256, u512, u1024 unlike Rust
- Type Confinement
- Generates a semantic id to ensure there's no consensus-breaking changes
- Crucial for deterministic client-side validation

Example semantic id for RGB LIB:

urn:ubideco:stl:4fGZWR5mH5zZzRZ1r7CSRe776zm3hLBUngfXc4s3vm3V#saturn-flash-emerald



https://github.com/diba-io/bitmask-core/blob/development/RGB_LIB_IDs.toml
Generated with this build-script: https://github.com/diba-io/bitmask-core/blob/development/build.rs

https://github.com/diba-io/bitmask-core/blob/development/RGB_LIB_IDs.toml
https://github.com/diba-io/bitmask-core/blob/development/build.rs


Taproot DBCs

- Deterministic Bitcoin Commitments
- OP_RETURN commits to a 32-byte 

hash of contract state transition 
bundle

- TapRet commitments embed an 
OP_RETURN TapScript in a 
TapLeaf

- MAST hashes TapScripts into a 
merkle tree

- P2TR public key is an x-only public 
key tweaked by merkle root



Taproot MPCs

- Multi-Protocol Commitments 
allows interoperability with other 
protocols

- LNPBP-4
- Uses TapTrees to commit to 

multiple DBCs
- Can have over 250,000 different 

contracts in a single MPC

https://github.com/LNP-BP/LNPBPs/blob/master/lnpbp-0004.md
https://github.com/LNP-BP/client_side_validation/pull/132
https://github.com/LNP-BP/client_side_validation/pull/132


Funding Transaction creates dust UTXOs



Example RGB Transfer Transaction



What is DIBA?

- Digital Bitcoin Assets
- Marketplace for digital assets with a focus 

on RGB assets
- RGB21 - Unique Digital Assets (not NFTs)
- "Phygital" assets
- We also make a wallet…



What is BitMask?

- Noncustodial Bitcoin Taproot (bc1p)
- RGB utility wallet

- Layer 1 only
- RGB21 Transfers
- RGB21 Swaps
- RGB20 Swaps
- Prime

- Custodial Lightning wallet
- Supports usernames
- Lightning Address (example: hunterbeast@bitmask.app)
- NIP-05 ID
- Uses Kollider LNDHubX (Rust implementation of LNDHub)

- Nostr keys
- Contacts soon



bitmask-core

- BDK
- PDK
- NDK
- (No LDK)
- LNDHubX
- Deezy
- Carbonado
- RGB



Keys

- Encrypted using 
Argon2id hash 
and AES-GCM 
256

- Derived using 
secp256k1, 
BDK, and NDK 
crates



Carbonado (1/3) - What is Carbonado?



Carbonado (2/3) - What does Carbonado do?

Encoding:

1. Snappy compression
2. secp256k1 AES-GCM 256 encryption
3. Zfec Forward Error Correction
4. Bao Stream Verification

a. Blake3

Decoding:

1. Verify stream
2. Error correction

a. If verify succeeds, strip
b. If verify fails, scrub

3. Decryption
4. Decompression

Stream Verification

1TB



Carbonado (3/3) - How do we use Carbonado?

- Two methods are exposed by 
bitmask-core: store, retrieve

- Nostr Hex Secret Key is used 
for both

- Carbonado encodes Stock
- in-memory
- serverless
- end-to-end encrypted
- stored on multiple servers
- automerge CRDTs



BitMask Roadmap

- LN Swaps
- RGB Swaps
- Transfer Batching
- Iris Compatibility
- Nostr Contacts
- Nostr Wallet Connect
- BIP-21 support
- WebBTC & WebLN (& WebRGB?)
- Teleburning Inscriptions
- Marketplace Launch on 11/11
- Prime, Radiant, Abraxas



Prime

- Alternate L1
- Anchored to Bitcoin
- Mining Seal
- ANYONECANSPEND
- Tapret

- Proof Merkle Tree
- Seals only (RGBTC)
- Unbounded TPS
- Node interactivity

- 6GB/UTXO/year
- Prove to spend

- Requires no changes to Bitcoin



Radiant

- Prometheus state channels
- Multisig between randomly 

chosen parties
- Arbitrates disputes
- Staking
- Peg-in issues RGB30 RGBTC

- RGB30 - Decentralized Issuance
- Redeem tokens to peg-out

- New UTXOs are made
- Requires no changes to Bitcoin



Abraxas

- Alternate L1
- Non-interactive

- Data availability
- 1 million seals per block

- Anchored to Bitcoin
- Every 10 minutes

- ZK-STARKs
- 20-40GB per year
- Spam-resistant

- Seals-only
- Fees paid in on-chain ABTC
- Requires no changes to Bitcoin



Developer Ecosystem



Resources to Learn More 
About RGB

- rgb.tech
- Official RGB Technical site

- blackpaper.rgb.tech
- Blackpaper

- rgbfaq.com
- FAQ

- standards.lnp-bp.org
- Other RGB and LNP/BP standards

- contractum.org
- Contractum Spec

- rgb.info
- Community site

- rgbex.io
- RGB Explorer (more limited than a 

traditional block explorer)



Thank you!

@cryptoquick on:

- X
- GitHub
- Telegram


